In applications of HTN planning, repeated problems have arisen from the lack of correspondence between HTN tasks and classical-planning goals. We describe these problems and provide a new Hierarchical Goal Network (HGN) planning formalism that overcomes them. HGN tasks have syntax and semantics analogous to classical planning problems, and this has several benefits: HGN methods can be significantly simpler to write than HTN methods, there is a clear criterion for whether the HGN methods are correct, and classical-planning heuristic functions can be adapted for use in HGN planning.
Introduction
HTN planning, in which the planner decomposes tasks recursively into smaller and smaller subtasks until primitive tasks are reached that correspond directly to actions, has been widely used in practical applications of AI planning; e.g., see [16, 18, 13] .
Most research on HTN planning has been based on a formalism (Erol et al. [5] ) in which HTN tasks did not correspond to classical goals, but instead were syntactic terms denoting complex activities. The semantics of a task t depended on what methods were applicable to t, and what those methods did. The definition's authors (one of whom is the third co-author of this paper) thought this was an advantage because it gave HTN planning strictly more expressivity than classical planning. But in practice, it has caused several problems:
• The incompatibility between tasks and goals has made it difficult to ascertain whether a set of HTN methods provides a sound way to solve a planning problem. For example, when SHOP [14] was entered in the 2000 International Planning Competition, it was disqualified because the SHOP team's HTN version of the Freecell planning domain was unsound: it contained an error that sometimes caused SHOP to return plans that were not solutions to Freecell problems.
• Consider a classical planning problem in which the goal is G = {g 1 , g 2 }. Suppose we have chosen to represent g 1 and g 2 by HTN tasks t 1 and t 2 , and to write methods m 1 and m 2 for t 1 and t 2 , respectively. As an HTN representation of G, it would be tempting to use the task sequence t 1 , t 2 ; but this is incorrect because it doesn't allow for deleted-condition interactions. If ¬g 1 is a side-effect of the plan produced by decomposing m 2 , then a plan produced from m 1 , m 2 will accomplish the task sequence t 1 , t 2 , but this plan will not achieve G.
• Conversely, if an HTN method m always produces a state that satisfies G = {g 1 , . . . , g n }, then we might want an HTN planner to use m for any goal G ⊆ G. To specify this, we would need an HTN task for each G ⊆ G. This can produce an exponential blowup in the number of tasks and methods.
This paper describes Hierarchical Goal Network (HGN) planning, a new planning formalism designed to overcome the above problems. It is similar to HTN planning, but has a different syntax and semantics for tasks and methods.
In HGN planning, a task consists of initial conditions and goal conditions that have the same semantics as in classical planning. An HGN method m has preconditions and subgoals; and m's applicability and relevance are defined analogously to how an action's applicability and relevance are defined in classical planning. Our definitions guarantee soundness of HGN methods, and make it possible to prove whether a set of methods M is complete for a set of goals G.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
• Formalism: We define the HGN formalism, prove that for any classical planning domain there is a provably correct set of HGN methods, and show how to write a correctness proof for a set of HGN methods.
• Algorithm: We provide GNP (Goal Network Planner), a provably sound/complete HGN planning algorithm. GNP is somewhat like SHOP2 [15] , and our experiments show that its performance compares favorably to SHOP2's.
• Heuristic functions: It is straightforward to adapt classical-planning heuristic functions for use in HGN planning. We provide a planning-graph heuristic for optional use in GNP. We provide experimental results illustrating the kinds of situations in which such a heuristic is useful, and the kinds of situations in which it is not.
• Ease of domain authoring: For the planning domains in our experiments, we found it significantly easier to write HGN methods than HTN methods. We explain why. 
, where eff + (a) and eff − (a) are the atoms and negated atoms, respectively, in eff(a). A plan π = a 1 , . . . , a n is executable in s if each a i is executable in the state produced by a i−1 ; and in this case we let γ(s, π) be the state produced by executing the entire plan.
A classical planning problem is a triple P = (D, s 0 , g), where D is a classical planning domain, s 0 is the initial state, and g (the goal formula) is a set of ground literals. A plan π is a solution for P if π is executable in s 0 and γ(s 0 , π) |= g. HGN planning. An HGN method m has a head head(m) and preconditions pre(m) like those of a planning operator, and a sequence of subgoals sub(m) = g 1 , . . . , g k , where each g i is a goal formula (a set of literals). We define the postcondition of m to be post(m) = g k if sub(m) is nonempty; otherwise post(m) = pre(m).
An action a (or method instance m) is relevant for a goal formula g if eff(a) (or post(m), respectively) entails at least one literal in g and does not entail the negation of any literal in g.
Some notation: if π 1 , . . . , π n are plans or actions, then π 1 • . . . • π n denotes the plan formed by concatenating them.
An HGN planning domain is a pair D = (D , M ), where D is a classical planning domain and M is a set of methods. An HGN planning problem P = (D, s 0 , g) is like a classical planning problem except that D is an HGN planning domain. The set of solutions for P is defined recursively: Case 1. If s 0 |= g, then the empty plan is a solution for P .
Case 2. Let a be any action that is relevant for g and executable in s 0 . Let π be any solution to the HGN planning problem (D, γ(s 0 , a), g). Then a • π is a solution to P .
Case 3. Let m be a method instance that is applicable to s 0 and relevant for g and has subgoals g 1 , . . . , g k . Let π 1 be any solution for (D, s 0 , g 1 ); let π i be any solution for
In the above definition, the relevance requirements in Cases 2 and 3 prevent classical-style action chaining unless each action is relevant for either the ultimate goal g or a subgoal of one of the methods. This requirement is analogous to (but less restrictive than) the HTN planning requirement that actions cannot appear in a plan unless they are mentioned explicitly in one of the methods. As in HTN planning, it gives an HGN planning problem a smaller search space than the corresponding classical planning problem. Proof. Let π = a 1 , . . . , a n be any solution for P . From the definition of a solution, it follows that in the HGN domain D, π is executable in s 0 and γ(s 0 , π) |= g. But D = (D , M ), so any action that is executable in D is also executable in the classical domain D and produces the same effects. Thus it follows by induction that in D , π is executable in s 0 and γ(s 0 , π) |= g. Proof. Let X be the set of all simple paths in D. For each path x in X, suppose M contains methods that will specify goals for each state on x as subgoals. Thus, each subgoal will be achieved by a single action such that when the sequence of actions applied from the start of x, and the result will be the end state. Then the theorem follows.
The above theorem gives a way to construct a complete set of methods for any planning domain, but in practice those methods would be quite unsatisfactory. There are exponentially many of them, they are fully ground, and they include methods to solve many planning problems that one would never encounter in practice. Later, in the Domain Authoring section, we illustrate how to write a practical set of methods and prove their correctness.
Planning with HGNs
GNP, our HGN planning algorithm, is shown in Algorithm 1. It works as follows (where G is a stack of goal formulas that need to be achieved):
In Line 2, if G is empty then the goal has been achieved, so GNP returns π. Otherwise, GNP selects the first goal g in G (Line 3). If g is already satisfied, GNP removes g from G and calls itself recursively on the remaining goal formulae.
In Lines 7-8, if no actions or methods are applicable to s and relevant for g, then GNP returns failure. Otherwise, GNP nondeterministically chooses one them and calls it u.
If u is an action, then GNP computes the next state γ(s, u) and appends u to π. Otherwise u is a method, so GNP inserts u's subgoals at the front of G. Then GNP calls itself recursively on G.
The following theorems show that GNP is sound and complete:
Theorem 3 (Soundness of GNP). Let P = (D, s 0 , g) be an HGN planning problem. If a nondeterministic trace of GNP(D, s 0 , g , ) returns a plan π, then π is a solution for P .
Algorithm 1:
A high-level description of GNP. Initially, D is an HGN planning domain, s is the initial state, g is the goal formula, G = g , and π is , the empty plan.
U ← {actions and method instances that are relevant for g and applicable to s} Sketch of proof. The proof is by induction on n, the length of π. When n = 0 (i.e. π = ), this implies that s 0 entails g. Hence, by Case 1 of the definition of a solution, π is a solution for P . Suppose that if GNP returns a plan π of length k < n, then π is a solution for P . At an invocation suppose GNP returns π of length n. The proof proceeds by showing the following. When GNP chooses an action or a method for the current goal at any invocation, then by induction, the plans returned from those calls are solutions to the HGN planning problems in those calls. Hence, by definition of solutions for P , π is a solution for P .
Theorem 4 (Completeness of GNP).
Let P = (D, s 0 , g) be an HGN planning problem. If π is a solution for P , then a nondeterministic trace of GNP(D, s 0 , g , ) will return π.
Sketch of proof.
The proof is by induction on n, the length of π. When n = 0, this implies that the empty plan is a solution for P and that s 0 |= g. Hence GNP would return as a solution. Suppose that if P has a solution of length k < n, then GNP will return it. At any invocation, the proof proceeds to show by induction the following. If GNP chooses an action a, then one of the nondeterministic traces of the subsequent call to GNP must return π = a • π where π is a solution for the problem P = (D, γ(s 0 , a), g). If GNP chooses a method m relevant to g with subgoals g 1 , g 2 , . . . g l , then there must exist a sequence of plans π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π l+1 that constitute π and GNP will return each π i as a solution each goal g i from the state γ(
). Then the theorem follows.
Heuristic Search in HGN Planning
GNP can easily be modified to incorporate heuristic functions similar to those used in classical planning. The modified algorithm, which we will call GNP h (where h is the heuristic function), is like Algorithm 1, except that Lines 9-14 are replaced with the following:
Intuitively, the above computation replaces the nondeterministic choice in GNP with a choice that is guided by h. GNP h first sorts the set of actions and methods using the heuristic values for each action and method in the set. The heuristic value of an action a in a state s is given by h(γ(s, a), G). The heuristic value of a method in s is given by h(s, sub(m) ∧ G).
Once the set U of actions and methods for G is sorted, GNP h selects the action or the method that has the best heuristic value compared to the others. With the selected action or method, GNP h performs the same operations as GNP to update the current planning problem (s, G) and the partial plan π, and calls itself recursively.
If the return value π of the recursive invocation is a failure then GNP h considers the second best action or method for G and performs the above operations for that action or method. Otherwise, the algorithm returns π. If the recursive invocations for all actions and methods for G in s return failure, then GNP h returns failure.
Theorem 5. GNP h is sound and complete.
Proof. The heuristic selection does not prune any actions or methods for the goal G, but only changes the order that they will be searched at any invocation of GNP h . Therefore, the theorem follows from the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.
An HGN extension of the FF heuristic. Here is how the well-known FF heuristic [8] can be extended for use in HGN planning. Suppose we are given the current state s, a goal formula g and A and M, the set of operator and method instances of the domain D. Let P G be the relaxed planning graph rooted at s, generated using the action set A exactly in the same way as FF does. Also, let P P G (i) denote the i th proposition level and A P G (i) the i th action level of this planning graph P G. Then, if U A ⊆ A and U M ⊆ M are the set of operator and method instances relevant to g in state s, the HGN heuristic function h F F can be defined for all a ∈ U A , m ∈ U M as follows :
For an action a, h F F (s, a, P G) is 1 since (a subset of) g can be achieved in exactly one step from s via a. On the other hand, to estimate the length of a plan generated by a method m, we can utilize the fact that any plan generated by decomposing g using m is constrained to achieve sub(m) enroute and hence, its length is lower-bounded by h F F (s, m, P G) as defined in the second equation.
The function h F F (.) therefore provides lower-bound estimates of plan lengths for the various planning options available in the current state.
Reachability via a method. As defined above, h F F extends the FF heuristic to incorporate the notion of reachability of a goal via a method m. Just as the notion of state reachability was defined in [2] where a set of propositions p are reachable from the initial state only if they appear in some level of the planning graph, we can define an analogous necessary condition for a goal g to be reachable from s via a method m as follows :
Therefore, if the subgoals of a method instance m are not reachable from the current state, we can prune out m. It is interesting to note that in contrast, no HTN planner can employ such a technique to prune its search space simply because there are no semantics associated with the subtasks of an HTN method.
Domain Authoring
One advantage of HGN planning is the ability to write a practical set of methods and prove them correct. Fig. 1 gives the HGN methods used in our experiments (see the next section) on the well-known Logistics domain [17] ; we now sketch a correctness proof for them.
In most planning domains there are atoms that can appear in the subgoals of actions or methods, but not in the planning problem's goal formula. For example, the goal of a Logistics problem will not include statements such as (in-airplane package3 plane1) or (truck-in truck1 city2). We only need to consider problems P = (D, s 0 , g) in which the goal formula g consists entirely of atoms of the form (obj-at ?object ?location). Let p 1 , . . . , p n be the packages mentioned in g.
To prove completeness, we only need to look at cases where P is solvable. Thus, we can assume that every package mentioned in g has an initial location specified for it in s 0 , that every city contains at least one truck and at least one airport, and that for every location mentioned in the planning problem, s 0 tells what city the location is in. We now sketch how the methods in Fig. 1 , together with the standard operators of the Logistic domain, can be used to create plans π 1 , . . . , π n such that the concatenated plan (π 1 • . . . • π n ) will get all of the packages to their destinations.
The proof is by induction. For i = 1, . . . , n, let p i be the i'th package, and assume π 1 , . . . , π
p to e, flies e to a , moves t to a if needed, transfers p to t , moves t to l if needed, and unloads p. Fig. 1 ) consisted of just three methods-and as shown later in our Experimental Evaluation section, this domain definition produced better results (in terms of both time and plan quality) than SHOP2's domain definition. There are three main reasons why SHOP2 needed so many more methods:
Ease of Domain Authoring
• To specify how to achieve a logical formula p in the HTN formalism, one must create a new task name t and one or more methods such that (i) the plans generated by these methods will make p true and (ii) the methods have syntactic tags saying that they are relevant for accomplishing t. If there is another method m that makes p true but does not have such a syntactic tag, the planner will never consider using m when it is trying to achieve p. In contrast, relevance of a method in HGN planning is similar to relevance of an action in classical planning: hence if m effects include p, then m is relevant for p.
• Furthermore, suppose p is a conjunct p = p 1 ∧ . . . ∧ p k and there are methods m 1 , . . . , m k that can achieve p 1 , . . . , p k piecemeal. In HGN planning, each of these methods is relevant for p if it achieves some part of p and does not negate any other part of p. In contrast, those methods are not relevant for p in HTN planning unless the domain description includes (i) a method that decomposes t into tasks corresponding to subsets of p 1 , . . . , p k , (ii) methods for those tasks, and (iii) an explicit check for deleted-condition interactions. 1 This can cause the number of HTN methods to be much larger (in some cases exponentially larger) than the number of HGN methods.
• In recursive HTN methods, a "base-case method" is needed for the case where nothing needs to be done. In recursive HGN methods, no such method is needed, because the semantics of goal achievement already provide that if a goal is already true, nothing needs to be done.
Method Ordering
One other consideration can sometime makes it easier to write HGN methods. If multiple methods are applicable to a task, SHOP2 (and GNP, unless one uses a heuristic function) tries them in the order that they appear in the input file, and the domain author must choose this order carefully to achieve efficient planning. A domain author who uses GNP with a heuristic function will not need to bother with this, because GNP will use the heuristic function to choose the order in which to try the methods. 
Experimental Evaluation
Our experiments were motivated by the following questions:
• As we discussed earlier, GNP domain descriptions often are much simpler than SHOP2 domain descriptions, because GNP automatically handles several things that SHOP2 domain authors must specify manually. How does this affect GNP's running time and solution quality?
• In classical planners that use heuristic functions, the heuristic function's computational overhead is outweighed by the benefit of reducing the number of nodes explored. In HGN planning, the heuristic function cannot provide as great a benefit, since HGN decomposition already focuses the search on a small part of the classical planner's search space. Will the heuristic function provide enough benefit to outweigh its computational overhead?
To investigate these questions, we compared SHOP2, GNP, and GNP F F (GNP with the h F F heuristic described earlier) in three planning domains: the well-known Logistics domain [17] , and two new Character Sequencing domains that we constructed in order to investigate situations in which h F F does or doesn't help.
• The One-Set Character Sequencing domain, the objective is to produce a plan for constructing a sequence of characters over some alphabet C, by starting with a single character called the starting character and appending characters to the end of the sequence, one at a time, until a character called the goal character is reached. There are several constraints that the sequence of characters must satisfy:
-no character can appear more than once;
-the last character in the sequence must be the goal character;
-after each character x, the next character may be y only if the domain contains a permissibility assertion, x → y, saying that y may come after x.
There is a single planning operator, append(x, y), that appends y to any sequence that ends with x, provided that the precondition x → y holds.
Planning problems in this domain are constructed by starting with a set of characters C, selecting two characters in C as a starting character and goal character, and adding a set of permissibility assertions.
In this domain, when the number of permissibility assertions is large, we would not expect GNP F F to have an advantage over GNP. In such a case the search space is likely to contain a large number of short character sequences that end with the goal character, so it should be possible for GNP to find a permissible sequence very quickly. • The 3-Set Character Sequencing domain is like the One-Set Character Sequencing domain, but with the following changes:
-C is partitioned into three subsets C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ;
-the starting character is in C 1 , and the goal character is in C 2 or C 3 ;
-there is a single permissibility assertion x → y where x ∈ C 1 and y ∈ C 2 ;
-there is a single permissibility assertion z → u where z ∈ C 1 and u ∈ C 3 ;
-for all of the other permissibility assertions v → w, both v and w must be in the same subset (i.e., both in C 1 , or both in C 2 , or both C 3 ).
In this domain, when the number of permissibility assertions is large, we would expect GNP F F to have an advantage over GNP. For example, suppose the goal character is in C 3 . Without any guidance, it should be very easy for a planner to go from C 1 into C 2 , where it can waste lots of time before backtracking from C 2 and going to C 3 instead. But if a planner has a good heuristic to guide it, it is much more likely to go directly to C 3 and thence to the goal character.
Logistics. For our Logistics experiments, we used the test problems provided in the SHOP2 distribution. In this suite, there are 10 n-package problems for each value of n, where n = 15, 20, 25, . . . , 60. For GNP and GNP F F we used the HGN methods in Figure 1 , and for SHOP2 we used the HTN methods in the SHOP2 distribution.
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , GNP's running times were slightly faster than SHOP2's, and GNP generated solutions that were slightly shorter than SHOP2's. GNP F F 's heuristic function had a huge computational overhead, hence its running times were much worse than GNP's and SHOP2's; and the heuristic function provided only a very small improvement in plan length.
One-Set Character Sequencing We randomly generated 100 planning problems for each n, with n varying from 10 to 200. To generate the permissibility assertions, we constructed near-complete digraphs in which 20% of the edges were removed at random; and created a permissibility assertion x → y for each edge of the digraph.
For GNP and GNP F F , we used a single HGN method:
Pre: ((permissible ?x ?y)) Sub: ((in-string ?x) (in-string ?y))
According to this method, if there exists a permissibility assertion x → y, then the problem can be solved by finding a way of adding x into the string and then appending y. By applying this method recursively, the planner can therefore do a backward search from the goal character to the initial character. Average running times of SHOP2, SHOP2
scrambled , GNP, and GNP F F in Character Sequencing, as a function of the number of characters. Each data point is an average of 100 problems. scrambled , GNP, and GNP F F in Character Sequencing, as a function of the number of characters, on the problems in Fig. 4 .
To accomplish the same backward search in SHOP2, we gave it three methods, one for each of the following cases: (1) goal character same as the initial character, (2) goal character one step away from the initial character, and (3) arbitrary distance between the goal and initial characters. This ensured that both GNP and SHOP2 have the same amount of domain knowledge to work with.
As we mentioned earlier in the Method Ordering section, a heuristic function like the one in GNP F F removes the need for the domain author to care about the order in which the methods in the knowledge base. When multiple methods are applicable to the same task, GNP F F 's performance remains essentially the same regardless of the order in which the methods appear in the knowledge base, because it uses the heuristic function to decide which method to try next. In contrast, SHOP2 tries the methods in the same order which they appear in the knowledge base, hence its performance can vary widely depending on whether the knowledge-base author picked a good order for them. Although this does not matter very much in the Logistics domain, it can matter a lot in the Character Sequencing domains. To demonstrate this, we ran SHOP2 two different ways: once with the methods in the best order to avoid backtracking (namely the order given above), and once with the methods ordered randomly. In Figures 4 and 5 , we call these SHOP2 and SHOP2 scrambled , respectively. 2 As shown in Figures 4 and 5, GNP and SHOP2 had excellent (and nearly identical) running times and solution lengths. As we expected, SHOP2
scrambled had large running times and found poor plans. GNP F F 's heuristic enabled it to find plans that were much shorter; but because of the overhead in its heuristic computations, it had the worst running times.
3-Set Character Sequencing. In order to understand situations in which heuristic computations can help GNP, we compared GNP, GNP F F , and SHOP2 on 100 randomly-generated 3-Set Character Sequencing problems for each value of n, with n varying from 5 to 100. We expected that GNP F F 's heuristic function might be quite useful in these problems, in order to guide it toward a solution, rather than spending huge amounts of time searching for the goal character in the wrong set.
Figures 6 and 7 show that our expectation was correct. GNP and SHOP2 did huge amounts of backtracking; hence they took very large amounts of time, produced very poor solutions, and could only solve the smallest problems. On the problems with more than a very small number of characters, both SHOP2 and GNP exceeded our time limit of 45 minutes per problem without finding a solution.
In contrast, GNP F F solved all of the problems, found much better solutions, and found them much more quickly. The reason for this was that GNP F F 's heuristic guided it directly to the best solution.
Discussion. The main results of our experimental study can be summarized as follows: • GNP's performance compared favorably to that of SHOP2's, both in terms of plan quality and running times.
This was achieved with significantly more compact domain descriptions for GNP.
• SHOP2's performance was heavily dependent on the exact order of methods in its knowledge base. This could be inferred from SHOP2 scrambled 's inferior performance in the One-Set Character Sequencing domain, both in terms of running time and plan quality.
• GNP F F 's performance, as it turned out, was domain-dependent: in domains that are highly connected and have highly tuned knowledge bases (such as Logistics), the heuristic computation took more time than a naive search, thus not being very beneficial. On the other hand, on the 3-Set Character Sequencing domain where the control knowledge was simple and the domain itself was not very highly connected, the heuristic used in GNP F F proved to be invaluable in both boosting plan quality and significantly decreasing the running time. The latter scenario corresponds to many real-world planning problems where writing sophisticated knowledge bases is hard and prone to errors. In such a case, a heuristic-enhanced planner such as GNP F F can go a long way in speeding up the planning process while keeping the control knowledge simple.
Related Work
A few HTN-planning papers provide constructs that look superficially similar to HGN goal decomposition; but upon closer inspection each of them turns out to be more like the HTN task decomposition in (Erol et al. [5] ):
• (Erol et al. [5] ) itself included a construct called a goal task of the form achieve(goal); but its solutions were defined identically to the solutions for other tasks, except for an additional constraint that the solution plan must produce a state in which the goal is true.
• In both [9] and [12] , the tasks are abstract actions. In the former, abstract actions can be decomposed using reduction schemas whereas in the latter, the description of an abstract action directly includes such schemas. But the decomposition mechanisms still are conceptually similar to (Erol et al. [5] ), because a reduction schema is applicable to an abstract action o only if the schema specifically mentions o. In contrast, our HGN tasks do not have names, and an HGN method can be used on any HGN task for which it is relevant.
There are several classical planning algorithms that guide the search using heuristic estimates of the distance to a solution. The heuristic estimates are sometimes based on planning graphs (e.g., FastForward [8] ) and sometimes on other relaxations of the planning problem (e.g., HSP [3] ). GNP can utilize any of these heuristics in its HGN planning process, provided that the heuristic computation only requires an initial state and a goal formula as input.
Conclusions
Our original motivation for HGN planning was to provide a task semantics that corresponded readily to the goal semantics of classical planning, to make it easier to tell whether or not a set of HGN methods is correct. But our work also produced two other benefits that we had not originally expected: writing HGN methods can be much simpler than writing HTN methods, and the HGN formalism can easily incorporate HGN extensions of classical-style heuristic functions to guide the search. This suggests to us that HGN planning has the potential to be very useful both for research purposes and in practical applications.
With that in mind, we have several ideas for future work:
• We intend to generalize HGNs to allow partial sets of methods analogous to the ones in (Alford et al. [1] ). From a theoretical standpoint, this will provide an interesting hybrid of task decomposition and classical planning. From a practical standpoint, it will make it even easier to write HGN domain descriptions while preserving much of the efficiency advantages of HGN planning.
• Replanning in dynamic environments is becoming an increasingly important research topic. We believe HGN planning is a promising approach for this topic.
• HTN planning has been extended to accommodate actions with nondeterministic outcomes [10] , temporal planning [4, 7] , and to consult external information sources during planning [11] . It should be straightforward to make similar extensions to HGN planning.
